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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Comprehensive characterization of potential frailty determinants, including
sociodemographic, clinical, dietary, psychological, cognitive and systemic inflammation parameters.
Methods: A rural cohort of 186 subjects aged 60-89 years recruited from a community-based study
in Crete, Greece (the Cretan Aging Cohort). Frailty was assessed with the Simple “Frail” Questionnaire
Screening Tool.
Results: Univariate analyses revealed significant (a) positive associations (p<0.01) between frailty and
age, widowhood, Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) score, waist circumference, polypharmacy, IL-6 and
(b) negative associations between frailty and frequency of contact with friends, Mini Mental State
Examination (MMSE), and adherence to the Mediterranean diet. Multivariate analyses revealed a significant
independent contribution of the following variables to frailty: age (B=0.035, p<0.001), GDS score (B=0.041,
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p=0.034), polypharmacy (B=0.568, p<0.001), waist circumference (B=0.015, p=0,006), plasma IL-6 levels
(B=0.189, p=0.004), and adherence to the Mediterranean diet (B=-0.036, p=0.015).
Conclusions: Older age, depression symptoms, polypharmacy, waist circumference, poor adherence to
Mediterranean diet and IL-6 plasma levels are associated with increased frailty.
Keywords: frailty, polypharmacy, Mediterranean diet, depression,
systemic inflammation, elderly.
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INTRODUCTION

railty is characterized by physical decline and increased vulnerability to various stressors, and it has been linked to
adverse health outcomes such as hospitalizations and mortality (1, 2). Frailty
determinants and underlying pathophysiological
mechanisms are still obscure, whilst their identification would contribute to appropriate clinical
interventions (3, 4). This is particularly important
in the COVID-19 era since elderly people with
frailty and COVID-19 illness are more prone to
death (5).
Certain parameters have been proposed as
potential frailty determinants. Chronic inflammation is one such factor, with several inflammatory biomarkers (including IL-6, and TNF-α) being linked to frailty risk (6, 7). Furthermore,
depression and cognitive decline have been associated with frailty (8, 9). Unhealthy dieting
habits may also contribute to frailty, as evidenced
by studies linking obesity with frailty (10, 11).
Conversely, Mediterranean diet (characterized
by high amounts of olive oil, fruits, vegetables,
cereals, legumes, and nuts, moderate amounts
of fish and dairy products, low quantities of meat
and meat products, and moderate consumption
of wine) has been associated with vitality and robustness (11, 12). However, to date the relative
contributions and interactions of these frailty determinants have not been examined.
This study aimed to assess physical, emotio
nal, cognitive, and inflammatory correlates of
frailty among elderly participants drawn from the
Cretan Aging Cohort. q
METHODS

S

tudy design
The Cretan Aging Cohort consists of 3140 com
munity dwelling adults aged 60–100 years, who
had visited a representative set of 11 Primary
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Health Care (PHC) facilities in the district of He
raklion in Crete, Greece, for routine care. The
study was completed between March 2013 and
June 2015. The primary aim of this study was to
investigate the prevalence of cognitive decline
and risk factors associated with its occurrence.
Most participants resided in rural areas of the
district (86.2%) and had achieved no more than
six years of formal education (82.7%). The study
was conducted in two phases, as previously described (9, 13, 14).
In phase I, all participants were interviewed
by appropriately trained nursing staff using a
semi-structured questionnaire recording demographics (age, sex, marital status, education,
place of residence), lifestyle (smoking, frequency
of alcohol consumption), medication and comorbidities. Weight and height were also measured to calculate the body mass index (BMI)
along with waist circumference (WC) as an index
of central obesity. Global cognitive status was
evaluated with the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (15) using a universal cutoff of
23/24 points to indicate possible cognitive impairment.
Participants with MMSE<24 (n=636) were
referred for neuropsychiatric, neuropsychological and geriatric evaluation by a multidisciplinary
team of physicians to establish a final diagnosis
(phase II). Of those invited to participate
in phase II, 344 persons were tested and received
a provisional diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or dementia, as previously described
(9). The phase II sample pool was supplemented
by 181 persons with MMSE ≥24 points in phase
I, from which 161 completed the comprehensive neuropsychiatric assessment, and these persons comprised the cognitively non-impaired
participants (CNI) (Figure 1).
One hundred eighty six individuals from the
phase II sample pool were randomly chosen to
provide blood samples for measuring pro-inflammatory cytokines (Figure 1). Current analy-
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FIGURE 1. Study flowchart.
MMSE=mini mental state
examination; CNI=cognitively
non-impaired; MCI=mild cognitive
impairment

ses were performed in this sub-sample of 186 indi
viduals who had complete demographic,
anthropometric and dietary data, data on cognitive and frailty status and measurements of inflammatory markers (TNF-α and IL-6 plasma le
vels).
Frailty assessment
Frailty score was estimated by the use of the Simple “FRAIL” Questionnaire Screening Tool, proposed by the International Association of Nutrition and Aging (16). This score examines five
components, including Fatigue, Resistance, Ambulation, Illness, and Loss of weight, and it can
be administered in 30 seconds. Fatigue was
measured by asking respondents how much time
they felt tired during the past four weeks, with
responses of “all of the time“ or “most of the
time” scoring 1 point. Resistance was assessed by
asking participants if they had difficulty walking
up 10 steps alone without resting and without
aids, and Ambulation was evaluated by asking if
they had difficulty walking 100 meters alone
without aids; “yes” responses were each scored
as 1 point. Presence of five or more illnesses was
scored with 1 (with 0 for 4 or fewer illnesses).
The illnesses included hypertension, diabetes,
cancer (except minor skin cancer), chronic lung
disease, heart attack, congestive heart failure,
angina, asthma, arthritis, stroke, and kidney di
sease. Loss of weight was scored 1 for reported
weight decline of 5% or greater within the past
year. Polypharmacy was defined as receiving
more than four medications. Frailty scores range
22
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from 0–5 (i.e., 0=best to 5=worst) and represent frail (3–5), pre-frail (1–2), and robust (0) status. Participant functionality was evaluated using
the Katz score, computed during the clinical interview and used to characterize patients as fully
independent (Katz Score ≥5) versus partially dependent on others (Katz Score ≤4) (17).
Dietary assessment
Dietary patterns were assessed using the Greek
validated semiqualitative Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ) (18). A score was calculated assessing the degree of adherence to the Medite
rranean diet for each participant (19). Calculation
of the Med Diet Score involves rating the frequency of weekly consumption of 11 food
groups (non-refined cereals, fruits, vegetables,
legumes, potatoes, fish, meat and meat pro
ducts, poultry, full fat dairy, olive oil use and alcohol) on a scale from 0 to 5. Individuals reporting no consumption of food groups characterizing
the Mediterranean dietary pattern were assigned
a score of 0, rare consumption was rated as 1,
1-3 times monthly was rated as 2, 1-2 times a
week was rated as 3, 3-6 times a week was rated
as 4 and daily consumption was rated as 5. Reverse scoring was used for items least characte
ristic of the Mediterranean diet (i.e., 0 for daily
consumption, 4 for rare consumption and 5 for
no consumption). The total score ranges from 0
to 55, with higher scores indicating greater adhe
rence to the Mediterranean diet. Routine alcohol consumption was graded as follows: 0=alcohol consumption once in a year or no use,
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1=alcohol consumption less than once in the
month, 2=alcohol consumption 1-5 times in the
month, 3=alcohol consumption 3-4 times in the
week, 4=alcohol consumption 5-7 times in the
week, 5=alcohol consumption two or more
times in the day). Social networking was indexed
by the number of participants’ contacts with
friends and relatives during the past month. Pre
sence of depressive symptomatology was assessed using the Greek validated version of Geriatric Depression Scale (20) with scores above
7/15 indicating depression.
Circulating biomarker (IL-6, TNF-α) measurements
IL-6 and TNF-α were quantified as previously described (21). Briefly, fasting (morning) blood samples were collected, transferred to EDTA-con
taining tubes and refrigerated until centrifugation
for plasma isolation. Plasma was aliquoted and
kept in deep freeze (-80oC) until assayed. Plasma TFN-α and IL-6 levels were measured by
commercially available kits (Human TNF-alpha
Quantikine HS ELISA and Human IL-6 Quantikine HS ELISA kits respectively, R&D Systems
Europe, Abington, UK).
Statistical analyses
Continuous variables were tested for normality
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Normally
distributed variables were analyzed with parametric tests, whilst non-normally distributed va
riables were either log-transformed prior to parametric analysis or analyzed with non-parametric
tests.
Frailty subgroup differences were assessed
through two-way ANOVAs for continuous variables (followed by pairwise comparisons) or
χ2 tests for categorical variables. All pairwise
comparisons were evaluated at p=0.017.
Correlates of overall frailty score (as a semicontinuous variable) were firstly assessed through
Pearson or Spearman correlations in univariate
analysis for demographic (age, male gender,
education level in years), social/lifestyle factors
(widowhood, frequency of contact with friends
and relatives [as an index of the frequency of social interactions], smoking, frequency of alcohol
consumption, Med Diet Score), emotional status
(GDS score), BMI, polypharmacy, cognitive status (MMSE score), and plasma levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-6, TNF-α).
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Hierarchical linear regression models were
applied to evaluate the independent contribution of individual covariates to overall frailty
score. At first, traditional factors showing a trend
for overall frailty score (p<0.1) were entered in a
multivariate analysis model, followed by adding
each pro-inflammatory cytokine and Med Diet
Score together in the second step, to evaluate
the additive contribution of proinflammatory
biomarkers and adherence degree to the Mediterranean diet. Additional hierarchical models
were applied to assess the independent role of
systemic inflammation versus Mediterranean
diet in a step-wise manner. q
RESULTS

D

escriptive participant characteristics
Our sample of 186 participants (63 men;
33.9%) had an average 75.38 (SD=7.30) years
of age and 4.94 (SD=3.0) years of education.
Among participants, 42 (22.6%) were widowed,
132 (71%) were fully functionally independent
and 54 (29%) partially dependent. Mean BMI
was 29.94 (SD=4.75), WC was 103.2 cm
(SD=11.4), and mean Med diet score was 34.11
(SD=4.39). In terms of cognitive status, 46 individuals had dementia, 73 had mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and 67 were cognitively non-impaired (CNI). In terms of lifestyle, 17 (9.1%) were
current smokers, and 36 persons (19.4%) repor
ted consuming alcohol more than three
times/week. Mean number of contacts with
friends/month was 3.96 (SD=4.98). Participants
scored an average of 23.25 (SD=5.27) points on
the MMSE, 3.79 (SD=3.59) points on the GDS,
and frailty score of 0.77 (SD=1.03) points. Mean
values of TNF-α and IL-6 were 1.16 pgr/mL
(SD=0.58) and 1.39 pgm/mL (SD=0.96), respectively.
Frailty subgroup comparisons (Table 1) indicated that they were comparable on gender
(p>0.2), education (p>0.4), TNF-a levels
(p>0.1), and rates of persons without dementia
(CNI or MCI; p>0.06). However, there was a
higher rate of persons with dementia in the frail
as compared to the robust subgroup (p=0.01),
whilst persons in the frail subgroup displayed
higher average levels of IL-6 (p<0.001), and lo
wer average MMSE score (p=0.001). Moreover,
higher rates of polypharmacy were found in both
the frail and prefrail subgroups as compared to
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TABLE 1. Summary of sociodemographic, somatometric, cognitive, and clinical
characteristics of the study sample

TABLE 2. Correlations between frailty score, physical, lifestyle, depression symptoms,
inflammatory markers, and overall cognitive status (N=186)

the robust subgroup (p<0.001), whereas higher
GDS scores were found among both frail and
prefrail participants as compared to the robust
subgroup (p<0.001).
24
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Univariate analysis: effects of age, widowhood,
depression, inflammation and polypharmacy
There were significant positive associations
(p <0.01) between frailty score and age, widow-
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TABLE 3. Results of hierarchical multiple regression
predicting frailty score in the total sample (N=186)

tively, were introduced in the second step. Med
Diet Score alone made a significant additional
contribution to overall frailty score (total sample:
R2 change=0.021, F[1,177] = 6.03, p=0.015).
Likewise, a significant contribution of IL-6 alone
to the overall frailty score was also observed (total sample: R2 change=0.029, F[1,177] = 8.33,
p=0.004). q
DISCUSSION

T

hood, GDS score, polypharmacy, waist circumference, and IL-6 (Table 2). Also, there were significant negative associations (p<0.05) between
frailty score and frequency of contact with
friends, the Med diet score, and MMSE. The correlation between frailty score and TNF-α was
negligible (r=0.078) and therefore the latter was
not included in subsequent analyses.
Multivariate analyses
In hierarchical linear regression models, frailty
score served as the dependent variable, whilst
age, widowhood, contact with friends, GDS,
polypharmacy, waist circumference, and MMSE
were used as independent covariates. Step-wise
inclusion of IL-6 and Med Diet Score into the
model resulted in significant increase in R2
(R2 change=0.054, F[2,177] = 7.623, p=.001,
total adjusted R2=0.39), suggesting that IL-6 and
the level of adherence to the Mediterranean diet
collectively accounted for a significant amount of
variance in overall frailty score after controlling
for the rest of the aforementioned factors
(Table 3).
In further hierarchical multiple regression
analyses, we assessed if IL-6 alone significantly
contributed to overall frailty after controlling for
Med Diet Score, and vice versa. In these models,
age, GDS score, polypharmacy, widowhood, social interactions, MMSE score, and IL-6 or
Med Diet Score were entered together in the
first step whilst Med Diet Score or IL-6, respec-
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he novelty of this study is the exploration of
interactions of sociodemographic, clinical,
cognitive and emotional variables as well as of
systemic inflammation and Mediterranean diet
in moderating overall frailty status in the elderly
in a comprehensive way. Using a sub-sample of
186 individuals aged 60-89 years from the Cretan Aging Cohort, we found that the frailty score
was positively associated with age, depression
symptoms, plasma IL-6 levels, polypharmacy (a
surrogate marker of medical comorbidities), and
waist circumference (a marker of central obesity)
whilst negatively associated with adherence to
the Mediterranean diet (an indicator of healthy
diet). Our results highlight the significant additive
effect of emotional status (depression symptoms), lifestyle factors (Med Diet Score), central
obesity, and systemic inflammation (IL-6) in accounting for physical frailty among the elderly,
suggesting the complex content of frailty and
providing a novel framework for more efficient
frailty assessment.
Observational studies have linked chronic inflammation with the presence of frailty in the elderly (6, 7). These have focused on IL-6, TNF-α
and CRP, well-established cytokines produced
by a wide range of immune cells such as monocytes and macrophages (6, 7, 22) as well as other
cell types. Of those, IL-6 and CRP have been
consistently linked to frailty in a recent metanalysis (7). The underlying mechanisms might involve
induction of sarcopenia, progression of co-exis
ting chronic diseases and cytokine-mediated
regulation of depression (6). Accordingly, our
work reveals a significant association of serum
IL-6 with frailty much more so than TNF-α. Crucially, this was additive on top of other esta
blished risk factors, highlighting a promising independent predictor of frailty.
Multiple studies have linked nutrition to frailty (11, 23). Underlying mechanisms are poorly
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understood, since nutrition affects multiple biological processes, from protein synthesis and oxidative stress to energy storage and consumption
as well as cell signaling modification (24). Nutrition is also known to be related with cognitive
decline and Alzheimer’s disease either via circulation of direct stimulators (pro-inflammatory cytokines) in central nervous system with blood or
indirect by modulating gut microbiome and metabolites (25, 26). However, specific nutritional
interventions focusing on the Mediterranean diet
have produced controversial results as to their
effect on frailty (12). Here, we highlight the independent role of nutrition in determining frailty
status, integrating its effect with more traditional
risk factors, such as age, as well as with biological
processes, such as systemic inflammation.
Depression has been linked to frailty risk in
observational studies (8). The underlying mechanism may be multilayered, involving nutrition,
adherence to medical treatments, and underlying neurohormonal disturbances such as inflammation (6). Interestingly, this relationship appears
to be bidirectional, with frailty increasing prospective risk for depression (27, 28). Our work
identifies depression symptoms as a significant
determinant of frailty, independently to other
studied correlates. Depression may thus be
mechanistically linked to frailty via core neuropsychiatric mechanisms independently of physical pathophysiological processes.
Body mass index and WC are indicators of
general and central obesity and they are variously correlated with frailty in the literature. In
our study, we found that WC was significantly
associated with frailty, whilst BMI was not. These
findings are in accordance with those from the
literature which report that WC is a better predictor of frailty than BMI in a cohort of Chinese
elderly individuals, and that BMI reveals a
U-shaped relationship with frailty with the lowest prevalence of frailty observed between 25
and 29.9 kg/m2 values of BMI (29, 30). In our
study, the interaction of IL-6 with WC did not
come out significant (π=0.5) in the multiple regression model, so we could claim that IL-6 and
central obesity appeared to exert independent
effects on frailty (i.e., the effect of IL-6 does not
vary with the degree of central obesity).
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The main strength of our study is the inclusion of multiple variables as potential determinants of frailty such as sociodemographic, dietary, pharmacological, psychological, cognitive
and inflammatory variables. Furthermore, it was
conducted in a well characterized sample. All
participants have attended comprehensive neuropsychological and geriatric assessments by specialized physicians and neuropsychologists. Li
mitations of our study are represented by the
rather modest sample size of participants and
overrepresentation of elderly individuals who
were born and raised in rural areas. Another limitation of the study was that the frailty status assessment was done by a scale validated in a
group of patients of African American descent,
and not Caucasians, but this scale included subjective measurements of frailty and was easier for
screening use. The comprehensive statistical approach applied as well as the detailed phenoty
ping and naturalistic character of our cohort provided an overall strong message warranting
further investigation. q
CONCLUSION

O

ur study advances the field by integrating
traditional risk factors with nutritional, psychological and biological features to provide a
comprehensive evaluation of frailty in the elderly. Our data suggest that age, central obesity,
polypharmacy, depression and IL-6 independently increase the probability of frailty in the
elderly. Adherence to Mediterranean diet redu
ces this risk. Furthering our understanding of the
relationships among the aforementioned varia
bles may have important implications for the development of public health and clinical care interventions against frailty. q
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